MIT plans discipline against the BS 28

By Harvey Baker

The MIT Administration, according to usually reliable sources, has presented Professor Sheridan, Chairman of the Disci-pline Committee, with formal charges to be brought against 28 members of the Black Student Union, who participated in a Faculty Club sit-in a week ago Saturday.

The exact charges to be brought are unknown, but it is known that they essentially re- flect the Administration's feeling that the black students were present without right at the Faculty Club on that Saturday evening, and disrupted what would have been a normal Institute function, a party in that Club.

The students were protesting what they and the MIT-SDS claim are the racist employment and wage practices of Faculty Club manager, William Morrison. The sit-in was non-violent and was voluntarily ended after a few hours. The students were warned that they were liable to be charged and brought before the Disciplin Committee.

Reportedly, there was sub- stance to these charges. There was bringing of formal charges, though some members of the Administration were opposed to the idea, and preferred that the matter be handled internally.

The students involved have not been informed of the charges to be brought against them, as the procedure of the Discipline Committee calls for the aggrieved party, (in this case the Dean of Discipline), to inform the Dean for Students Affairs (J. Daniel Nyhart) of its intent first, and for the Dean to commu- nicate this to the Chairman of the Discipline Committee (Sheri- don). This was done yesterday.

Upon receipt of this docu- ment from the Dean, the Chair- man of the Committee (Sheri- don) called the committee together in this way, the artist and the photographer cannot supply. By "Be-ing without clothes," White means the "ideal form in art." By "Be-ing without clothes," he means the "ideal form in art." By "Be-ing without clothes," White means the "ideal form in art.
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The five member Lewis Com- mission worked for two years in an effort to produce guidelines for an Institute that had just undergone a near-time-expansion, and the faculty spent an additional year in secret consider- ation of the report before it was finally released in 1950.

The report opens with a review of founder William Bar- ton Rogers' educational philoso- phy, judged by the Commission to be sound. Rogers had found- ed MIT to meet the needs of the emerging, industrial society of the 1860s. He emphasized "the educational value of useful knowledge," "learning by doing," and "professional educa- tion at the undergraduate level.

Rogers' concept, as the Lewis Commission saw it, asserted the importance of general as well as professional education at the undergraduate level. In fact, the Commission called the general education goal the primary one for the first four years.

Further, they re-asserted the premise of the original MIT, rather than undergoing "mere expansion" should with- draw from "activities that no longer serve a useful purpose." The report also warned against over-expansion and the growing pre-eminence of graduate over undergraduate studies, urging for a renewal of MIT's structure and grading. Rather, the Commission proposed the establishment a new committee with the duty of overseeing discipline through the creation of the Disciplinary Committee.
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Minor White photographs 'Be-ing without clothes'

By Lee Gigsare

"I look at this exhibition as a starting point -- the show I had to end would be able to be done in three to five years."

Minor White, Professor of Architecture, discussed "Be-ing without clothes" Thursday night in the Hayden Gallery. The exhibit consisted of a collection of photographs.
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